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ABSTRACT
Session-based recommendation, which aims at predicting

user’s action based on anonymous sessions, is a challenging

problem due to the uncertainty of user’s behaviors and limited

clicked information. Existing methods model users’ interests

to relieve the uncertainty of user’s behavior prediction. How-

ever, most methods mainly focus on the current session, ig-

noring collaborative information (i.e., collaborative interest)

in neighborhood sessions with similar interests. We argue

that relying on limited implicit feedbacks within a session is

insufficient to precisely infer user’s interest, especially in the

absence of user’s profiles and historical behaviors. This paper

proposes a novel model called Time-Sensitive Collaborative

Interest Aware (TSCIA) to tackle this problem. It explicitly

aggregates similar interests from neighborhood sessions to

model the general collaborative interest, and simultaneously

takes users’ interest drifts into account. Finally, both current

session and collaborative information are used for next-item

prediction. Extensive experiments on public datasets demon-

strate the effectiveness of our model.

Index Terms— Recommender Systems, Session-based

Recommendation, Nearest Neighbors, Neural Network, Col-

laborative Filtering

1. INTRODUCTION

Recommender Systems (RS) are critical for online users to

alleviate information overload. In many common situations,

user’s profiles or past interactions are not available for recom-

mendation systems, because some users are anonymous/first-

time visitors or the online platform only tracks the identifier

of session [1]. To address this problem, session-based rec-

ommendation is proposed. The task is defined as predicting

the next item relying on limited interactions in the current

session, while general recommendation methods can utilize

user’s profiles and long-term interactions [1, 2].
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Fig. 1. Impact of neighborhood sessions. Example 1 shows

a neighborhood session provides general collaborative infor-

mation, e.g., other science fiction movies. Example 2 shows

a neighborhood session provides popular and seasonal infor-

mation, which may reflect the user’s interest drift with time,

e.g., the latest version of the iPhone.

The key challenges of session-based recommendation are

the uncertainty of the user’s behaviors and limited clicked in-

formation, making it difficult to precisely predict the user’s

next action in the current session. To address the challenges,

existing methods have highlighted the importance of model-

ing user’s sequential behavior patterns and capturing user’s

interest of current session to relieve the uncertainty of user’s

behavior prediction [1, 2, 3, 4]. For instance, Hidasi et al. [1]

apply Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU) [5] to model sequential be-

havior patterns within the session, and propose the GRU4Rec

model. Li et al. [2] improve GRU4Rec by capturing user’s

interest within the session (i.e., main intention) additionally.

Liu et al. [3] propose a hybrid model, which learns both the

user’s short-term and long-term interest within the session.

Although achieving encouraging progress, existing meth-

ods mainly exploit a user’s own information from the cur-

rent session, without considering the collaborative informa-

tion from neighborhood sessions that display similar behavior

patterns and reflect similar user interests as the current ses-

sion. We argue that relying on several implicit feedbacks is

insufficient to precisely infer user’s interest, especially in the
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of our proposed model

absence of user’s profiles and historical behaviors. Consider-

ing people with similar interests tend to have similar behavior

patterns, it is desirable to exploit the potential of collabora-

tive information (i.e., collaborative interest) in neighborhood

sessions, to help infer the user’s interest and improve the rec-

ommendation in the current session. Motivated by this ob-

servation, some work try to exploit the collaborative informa-

tion in session-based recommendations [6, 7]. For example,

Wang et al. [6] propose a hybrid framework called Collabo-

rative Session-based Recommendation Machine (CSRM) to

apply collaborative neighborhood information from memory

network to session-based recommendations, and achieve im-

pressive performances on public benchmarks. Though these

methods exploit the collaborative sessions, they ignore tak-

ing the effect of user’s interest drifts into account. In fact,

user’s interest is dynamic over time, and is easily affected by

seasonal and popular factors, which causes some items to be

time-sensitive and clicked multiple times in a short period of

time in the online platform. Conceptually, recent neighbor-

hood sessions should have more similar interests to current

session than those generated a long time ago. Figure 1 illus-

trates the impact of neighborhood sessions by two practical

cases. Therefore, modeling user’s interest drifts is important

to improve the performance of recommendation systems.

Inspired by the above insights, this paper proposes a novel

model, namely Time-Sensitive Collaborative Interest Aware

(TSCIA) for session-based recommendation. Our key idea is

to exploit the collaborative information (i.e., collaborative in-

terest) from neighborhood sessions and simultaneously model

user’s interest drifts. The collaborative information comple-

ments the user’s interest in current session, which can help to

relieve the uncertainty of the user’s behavior prediction. In

particular, user’s interest drift is used to refine the weights of

different neighborhood sessions, where these weights reflect

the similarities of users’ interests between neighborhood ses-

sions and current session. Experiments on public benchmarks

show our model can predict the user’s next behavior more pre-

cisely. Our main contributions are listed as follows:

• A novel TSCIA model is proposed for session-based

recommendation, which simultaneously exploits both

the general collaborative information and the user’s in-

terest drifts. To our knowledge, this is the first effort to

incorporate the user’s interest drifts into the collabora-

tive filtering when constructing a neural network model

for session-based recommendations.

• A novel aggregation module is proposed to explicitly

exploit collaborative interests from neighborhood ses-

sions, by considering both the clicked items and the oc-

currence time of sessions.

• Extensive experiments are conducted on two real-world

datasets. Experimental results show that our proposed

model achieves the state-of-the-art performance.

2. METHODS

Let V = {v1, v2, ..., vm} denotes a set of all unique items

that appear in all sessions, and we call it item dictionary. Let

s = {vs,1, vs,2, ..., vs,t} denotes session s, where vs,t ∈ V
denotes a item being clicked at timestamp t in session s. Our

model can generate a ranking list over the item dictionary,

and calculate the predicted probability for each item, i.e., ŷ =
{ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷm}, where ŷi denotes the prediction score for the

i-th item in V . Finally, the top-k items in ŷ are recommended.

We propose a Time-Sensitive Collaborative Interest

Aware (TSCIA) model for session-based recommendation.

Figure 2 illustrates the pipeline of our proposed model (TS-

CIA1). Our model mainly consists of three modules: a

neighbor retrieval module, a collaborative interest aggrega-

tion module, and a co-attention module. Sequence modeling

method is used additionally as a feature extractor to learn se-

quential characteristics from sessions. Firstly, we introduce

2
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an efficient neighbor retrieval module to find out k most simi-

lar sessions for the current session as neighborhood sessions.

After that, we use sequence modeling method to learn se-

quential characteristics from current session and neighbor-

hood sessions. Secondly, the collaborative interest aggrega-

tion module is proposed to explicitly capture the collabora-

tive interest from neighborhood sessions, in which sequen-

tial characteristics and the temporal recency (i.e., nearness of

sessions in time) are both considered. Finally, a co-attention

module is used to selectively combine current session charac-

teristics and collaborative interest for next-item prediction.

2.1. Neighbor Retrieval Module

As shown in Figure 2, the first module is neighbor retrieval

module, which provides the foundation for learning dynamic

collaborative interest for the current session. The whole pro-

cess is finished in two steps.

Step1: Searching similar sessions. Following Session-

KNN [7], we focus on the whole session and find out all ses-

sions that interact with the items existing in the current ses-

sion as its neighbors. The process is implemented by two hash

tables, which is highly efficient.

Step2: Ranking and selecting the k most similar neigh-
bors. Technically, we first choose an appropriate similarity

measure, e.g., the cosine similarity. To be specific, each ses-

sion is represented as a binary vector in the m-dimensional

space of items(value of 1 for the n-th dimension means the n-

th item in item dictionary is in this session). Cosine similarity

between target session s and a neighbor sj is given as follow:

sim (s, sj) =
�s · �sj√

l (s) · l (sj)
. (1)

Now, given the current session s, its whole neighbors can

be found and we choose the k most similar sessions as neigh-

borhood sessions Ns .

2.2. Sequence Modeling

We proceed to present two sequential modeling methods by

applying our proposed model. Two models are used as ex-

amples, i.e., NARM [2] and STAMP [3]. Both NARM and

STAMP model the current session interest (i.e., interest of

the entire current session). Moreover, NARM emphasizes the

current sequential behavior of the entire current session, while

STAMP highlights the importance of the latest clicked item

within the current session.

NARM consists of a global encoder to model the current

sequential behavior (i.e., cseqt ) and a local encoder to capture

the current session interest (i.e., cinterestt ). In detail, firstly,

the RNN layer converts the items of input session into high-

dimension hidden representations. Secondly, the current ses-

sion interest is calculated by the weighted sum of all hidden
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Fig. 3. Time-aware guided-attention

states of current session, and the current sequential behavior

is calculated by the last hidden state of current session.

STAMP captures current session interest(i.e., cinterestt )

and latest interest(i.e., clatestt ) simultaneously. One major dif-

ference is that STAMP abandons the RNN structure. The cur-

rent session interest is generated by an attention mechanism

over all items in current session, and latest interest is simply

generated by the session’s last clicked item.

Apparently, both the NARM and STAMP model user’s in-

terest by the current session, which is obviously insufficient.

Thus, NARM and STAMP are used as a feature extractor to

capture the features from sessions. We use TSCIA1 and TS-

CIA2 to denote TSCIA-NARM and TSCIA-STAMP respec-

tively. In TSCIA1, we apply NARM to generate cinterestt and

cseqt for the current session. In TSCIA2, we apply STAMP

to generate cinterestt and clatestt for the current session. At

the same time, we also apply NARM/STAMP to generate

neighborhood interests from neighborhood sessions, note that

we regard cinterestt generated from neighborhood sessions as

neighborhood interests.

2.3. Collaborative Interest Aggregation Module

After generating neighborhood interests separately, in order

to model general collaborative information and user’s interest

drifts, we propose a collaborative interest aggregation mod-

ule to extract closely related interests from neighborhood ses-

sions. First, neighborhood sessions that are less than k are

padded with zeros and we use masks to denote them. Then,

time-aware guided-attention mechanism is applied motivated

by Transformer [8], as detailed in Figure 3.

Considering given a query q ∈ R
1×d, a key matrix K ∈

R
n×d and a value matrix V ∈ R

n×d. The attended feature

f ∈ R
1×d is the weighted sum over value V based on the

attention weights.

f = Attention(q,K, V ) = softmax(
qKT

√
d
)V. (2)

We regard the current sequential behavior(for TSCIA1)

or latest interest(for TSCIA2) of current session as query, and
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regard the neighborhood interests as key and value. Thus, the

generated collaborative interest for the current session can be

understood as reconstructing it by all neighborhood sessions

with respect to their similarities to current session, i.e., gener-

ating similar interests in neighborhood sessions based on the

sequential characteristics of current session.

In order to improve the capability of attention mechanism,

multi-head attention is introduced to jointly pay attention to

information from different representation subspaces.

MultiHead(q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headh)W
O

where headi = Attention(qW q
i ,KWK

i , V WV
i ). (3)

Notice that the projection matrices W q
i ∈ R

d×dh ,WK
i ∈

R
d×dh ,WV

i ∈ R
d×dh and WO ∈ R

h∗dh×d.

After that, layer normalization and feed-forward layer are

also applied for improving the capability of attention.

Actually, temporal recency has been shown to be of great

importance [9]. The occurrences of items do not obey the

assumption of independent and identical distribution(iid as-

sumption), an item will only appear in a session when it is

released online [10], recent sessions contain recent popular

items. Besides, user’s interest often drifts with time, and is

easily affected by seasonal and popular factors. As a result,

some items are time-sensitive and tend to be clicked repeat-

edly during a certain period, such as seasonal fruits and pop-

ular products in e-commerce. Therefore, it is inappropriate

for the current session to consider all neighborhood interests

from different periods as equally significant.

We solve this problem by injecting the time intervals be-

tween current session and neighborhood sessions into the in-

put embedding of guided-attention. To be specific, we encode

the relative time distance into a vector of the same dimension

as the neighborhood interests so that they can be added, as

detailed in Figure 3. Thus, the model considers both the se-

quential characteristics and the temporal recency when deter-

mining the importance of each neighborhood session.

We introduce a time interval feature δi(t) as follow:

δi(t) = φ {Wtlog [t(s)− t(Ns(i)) + 1] + bt} , (4)

where t (s) and t(Ns(i)) are the occurrence time of current

session s and neighborhood session Ns(i) respectively.

Finally, the output of the collaborative interest aggrega-

tion module is used as the collaborative interest cneighbort .

2.4. Co-Attention Module

Both current session characteristics and collaborative interest

have strength and weakness. Instead of concatenating them

easily, we use an adaptive method for information fusion. We

apply a co-attention module for current session characteristics

and collaborative interest to determine which part should play

a more important role.

Taking TSCIA1 as an example, the final predicted item

embedding is computed as:

ct =
[
cseqt , cinterestt

]
Wlg + αcneighbort Wn, (5)

The coefficient α is computed as:

α = σ
(
Wαlc

seq
t +Wαgc

interest
t +Wαnc

neighbor
t + b

)
,

(6)

where Wlg ∈ R
2d×d, Wn ∈ R

d×d,Wαl,Wαg,Wαn ∈ R
1×d.

2.5. Prediction Layer

We generate the final prediction scores by calculating dot

product of each candidate item embedding and the final pre-

dicted item embedding ct. Let Vi be the i-th item in the item

dictionary, the score of Vi is computed as ẑi = V T
i ct. The

objective function is defined as the cross-entropy of the pre-

diction and the ground truth,

L (ŷ) = −
m∑
i=1

yilog (ŷi) + (1− yi) log (1− ŷi) , (7)

where ŷ = softmax (ẑ) and y denotes the one-hot vector

of the ground truth item.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1. Experimental Settings

Datasets. We conduct all the experiments on two real-

world datasets, i.e., Diginetica1 and Retailrocket2. Diginet-

ica comes from CIKM Cup 2016. Retailrocket comes from

an e-commerce company, which contains six months of user

browsing actions. Following [11], we manually divide the

action history into sessions through a 30-minute interval for

Retailrocket. Following [2, 3], we filter out sessions of length

1 and items that appear less than 5 times or only appear in

testing set, and apply data augmentation technique for both

datasets. Testing set consists of sessions from the subsequent

week. Statistics of these datasets are shown in Table 1.

Baselines. We compare our model with a series of base-

lines, including conventional methods and recent state-of-the-

art neural session-based recommendation models. These are:

Pop [1], Session-Pop [1], Item-KNN [12], Session-KNN [7],

GRU4Rec [1], NARM [2], STAMP [3], CSRM [6].

Evaluation Metric. We apply two evaluation metrics,

i.e., Hit Rate(HR@K) and Mean Peciprocal Rank (MRR@K).

HR@K indicates the proportion of test samples with the cor-

rect recommended items in the top-k position of the ranking

list. MRR@K is the average of reciprocal ranks of the correct

item in the top-k position of the ranking list.

1 http://cikm2016.cs.iupui.edu/cikm-cup
2 https://www.kaggle.com/retailrocket/ecommerce-dataset
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Table 1. Statistics of the experiment datasets
Dataset #train #test clicks items avg.len

Diginetica 719470 60858 982961 43097 5.12

Retailrocket 264453 35762 413648 24095 6.68

Table 2. Performance comparison
Dataset Diginetica Retailrocket

Measures HR@20 MRR@20 HR@20 MRR@20

Pop 0.96 0.24 1.24 0.32

Session-Pop 21.11 14.60 40.48 32.04

IKNN 28.93 9.48 30.59 13.30

SKNN 49.79 18.59 61.78 34.39

GRU4Rec 57.95 24.93 49.65 21.60

NARM 62.58 27.35 61.79 34.07

STAMP 62.03 27.38 61.08 33.10

CSRM 63.07 27.45 63.64 34.76

TSCIA1 64.64 29.30 65.19 36.15
TSCIA2 64.89 30.17 64.76 34.94

Parameters. We use 10% of the training set as validation

set for adjustment of hyperparameters for models that con-

tain hyperparameters. We report the best models which are

selected by early stopping based on the HR@20 score on the

validation set. Notice that the validation set does not partic-

ipate in training. According to the validation set, we use the

following hyperparameters: item embedding dimension: 100,

initial learning rate: 0.0005, learning rate decay: 0.9, batch-

size: 256, epoch: 30. The number of neighborhood sessions

is selected in {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}, and finally we set it to 30.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We compare our TSCIA model to all baselines and the exper-

imental results are shown in Table 2.

We have the following observations:

1) We observe that our proposed TSCIA achieves state-of-

the-art performance. Our best model outperforms the second-

best model by 2.89%, 2.44% on HR@20 and 9.91%, 4.00%

on MRR@20 in two datasets respectively. As for TSCIA and

CSRM, the improvement indicates that explicitly taking the

user’s interest drifts into account is valuable. Besides, our

model finds neighborhood sessions from the whole training

set with the help of k-Nearest-Neighbor, while CSRM ex-

ploits collaborative information from memory network that

remembers a small number of recent sessions. The results

also show that our model can precisely retrieve neighborhood

sessions, since our TSCIA/TE (defined in the following con-

tent) model also outperforms CSRM.

2) In order to verify the performance of TSCIA in more

realistic scenarios, where the recommendation system only

recommends a few items at once because viewers are usually

impatient. We additionally test the performance on HR@10,

HR@5, MRR@10 and MRR@5, and the experimental results

are summarized in Table 3. It can be observed that TSCIA

(a) HR@20 on Diginetica (b) MRR@20 on Diginetica

(c) HR@20 on Retailrocket (d) MRR@20 on Retailrocket

Fig. 4. The performance of TSCIA and TSCIA/TE

still retains certain advantages, which indicates TSCIA tends

to make more precise recommendations.

3) We observe Session-KNN outperforms Item-KNN. A

possible reason is that Session-KNN makes full use of each

item in the current session while Item-KNN only utilizes the

last item, which is obviously insufficient. Although Session-

KNN utilizes the entire session and considers collaborative

filtering by nearest neighbors, it neglects the sequential order

within the session, however, which is solved in our model.

Effects of collaborative interest. To illustrate the effec-

tiveness of collaborative interest, we compare NARM with

TSCIA1, as well as STAMP with TSCIA2. The main differ-

ence is that TSCIA1/TSCIA2 considers collaborative inter-

est as complementary information in addition to current ses-

sion modeling(NARM/STAMP). Finally, TSCIA1/TSCIA2

obtains obvious improvements over NARM/STAMP, as re-

ported in Table 2. The results prove that considering current

session alone is insufficient for next-item prediction. It is nec-

essary to involve collaborative interest since similar interests

tend to click on similar items.

Effects of user’s interest drifts. We design two models

to verify the validity of considering user’s interest drifts, i.e.,

1). The TSCIA model proposed in the paper, which applies

time encoding by considering the time intervals when deter-

mining the importance of each neighborhood session. 2). The

TSCIA/TE model, refering to TSCIA without time encoding.

The experimental results are reported in Figure 4, and we use

blue and purple to denote TSCIA and TSCIA/TE respectively.

We observe TSCIA outperforms TSCIA/TE, proving the sig-

nificance of time encoding. The primary reason is that user’s

interest often drifts with time, it is obvious that recent neigh-

borhood sessions contain more similar interests than those a

5
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Table 3. The results of HR@K,MRR@K when K=5,10
Dataset Diginetica Retailrocket

Measures HR@10 MRR@10 HR@5 MRR@5 HR@10 MRR@10 HR@5 MRR@5

STAMP 52.07 26.69 41.04 25.21 53.26 32. 57 44.82 31.44

NARM 51.91 26.53 40.67 25.02 54.28 33.54 46.09 32.44

CSRM 52.54 26.98 41.27 25.46 55.86 34.21 46.99 33.03

TSCIA1 54.14 28.57 43.07 27.08 57.23 35.59 48.66 34.44
TSCIA2 54.67 29.45 43.85 28.00 56.67 34.37 47.54 33.14
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Fig. 5. The performance with different number of neighborhood sessions

long time ago. Our model explicitly considers the user’s inter-

est drifts, which helps to refine the importance of each neigh-

borhood session. In this way, our model can precisely infer

the user’s interest of current session, and furthermore relieve

the uncertainty of user’s next behavior prediction.

Effects of number of neighborhood sessions. In order

to further observe the influence of collaborative interest, we

show the performance with respect to the number of neigh-

borhood sessions(set k to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 respectively) in

Figure 5. Overall, the performance is relatively poor when

considering less neighbors, and tends to be stable but changes

slightly as the number of neighborhood sessions increases,

which reveals that the model cannot contain sufficient collab-

orative information to predict the next item when considering

less neighborhood sessions. In order to balance the perfor-

mance and computational efficiency, we set k to 30.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel model named TSCIA for session-based

recommendation is proposed. By incorporating a neighbor re-

trieval module and a collaborative interest aggregation mod-

ule, general collaborative interest and user’s interest drifts are

both considered to complement the user’s interest in the cur-

rent session, which aims to help relieve the uncertainty of

user’s behavior prediction. Finally, the co-attention module

takes both the current session and collaborative interest into

account for next-item prediction. Extensive experimental re-

sults and qualitative experimental analyses have shown the

effectiveness and rationality of our proposed model.
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